
those ecclesiastical and Marxist ghosts haunting the Italian countryside. One wonders
where, say, the critique of Straussian esoteric neoconservativism belongs. Reducing late
modern revolutionary violence to religiousmessianism is not original—recall Karl Löwith
on secularized theologies of history ð1949Þ and Norman Cohn onmillennialism ð1957Þ—
and there are better recent examples of putting the concept of gnosticism to productive
use in historical explanation ðBenjamin Lazier, God Interrupted: Heresy and the Euro-
pean Imagination between the World Wars ½Princeton, NJ, 2008�Þ. Even if the original
Italian subtitle, The Ideological Roots of Revolutionary Terrorism, is softer than the En-
glish translation, The Religious Mind-Set of Modern Terrorists, we would do well to look
elsewhere for evidence that history is not merely the echo of God’s banging fists.

Julian Bourg

Boston College

Spanish Identity in the Age of Nations. By José Álvarez-Junco.
Manchester: Manchester University Press, 2011. Distributed by Palgrave Macmillan.
Pp. 408. $125.00.

Spain enjoys an ambiguous and complex place in the pantheon of European nationalisms.
One historiographic tradition argues that the making of Spain sparked or spurred nation-
building in Europe. The alliance of the kingdoms of Castile and Aragon in the mid-fifteenth
century made it one of the pioneering regimes to transcend dynastic models of political
community. Hispania was the forerunner of Spain and seemed to give the nation some
deep taproots that presaged Frankish, English, and other European national identities. In-
deed, many European rivals would incubate their emerging national identities in opposi-
tion to Spain. Francis I notoriously built “French” power to counter Spain’s. Elizabeth I
likewise relied on a Spanish foil to support narratives of English “resistance” and self-
defense.

At the same time, Spain precipitously became Europe’s first global empire; within a
century of the fusion of the houses of Aragon and Castile, Madrid commanded outposts
fromMexico to Manila, wrapping a belt of Catholicism and silver around the world. Spain,
argue some, created the first anticolonial nationalisms. Stories of Catalan and Dutch strug-
gles for autonomy and independence rely on the image of Spain as a latter-day Rome,
forging national peoples as breakaways fromMadrid. Certainly, this has been the mainstay
of a traditional nationalist historiography in Spanish America; “creole pioneers” ðto borrow
Benedict Anderson’s famous wordsÞ positioned themselves as nation-builders in opposi-
tion to a global empire. This has been the subject of an outpouring of publications in this
era of bicentennials of Latin American independence.

A third narrative tradition presents Spain as a nation despite itself, at best incomplete
and still in formation. Unable to cast off its premodern Catholic roots, incapable of re-
solving local autonomies, and failing to create intellectual elites with resources to spread
the word of a national identity, Spain is an exhibit of the fragility and contingency of na-
tionhood. This tradition gained increasing traction after the “disaster” or “tragedy” of the
embarrassment of war in 1898, in which, it is alleged, a real nation, the United States,
humiliated a relic, Spain.

José Álvarez-Junco, one of Spain’s leading historians, belongs to this latter tradition.
This book is the translation of an influential tome within Spain, provocatively entitled
Mater Dolorosa to denote the transposition of Catholic symbols to represent a Spanish
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nation in the form of Mary sobbing at the base of the cross—the nation in distress, aban-
doned, scorned. It charts the history of the idea of Spain positioned against alternative
ways of imagining the political community, covering a long arc from the sixteenth century
to the catastrophe of the 1898 War. The work is learned, elegantly written, and thoroughly
provocative.

Álvarez-Junco’s running thesis is that Spain’s national identity was closely calibrated to
the formation of the Iberian state. National identities are not invented, he argues, ex nihilo
but lean on institutions and understandings of political rights and responsibilities. The pal-
ace of the Escorial chose to exalt the image of the king not as a ruler of a Hispanic nation
but as a victorious emperor, defeating heretics and slayingMuslims. Indeed, it was the state
fashioned as a Hispanic monarchy, not an emerging nation, that dominated the political
imagination for the centuries running from 1500 to 1800.

The idea of the Catholic monarchy contained within it the two pillars that would vie
with the nation as the form of state sovereignty. First was the monarchy. Second was the
church. The two colluded in ways that thwarted the nation. A sign that the nation was less
important as an Iberian integrator was the policy governing language use. The fact was that
Madrid recoiled from enforcing the language of the court, Castilian, on provinces. There
were few cultural standardization campaigns. Catalan survived, as did many local patois.
The only cultural field that concerned rulers was religion, not language. A common faith,
not a shared tongue, was what mattered.

In this sense, the “invention” of national identities cannot be unmoored from state
formation; this book challenges purely intellectual or cultural approaches. Indeed, Álvarez-
Junco argues, intellectual elites who might have championed a more secular, popular,
invented national tradition remained weak and muted. It was not until the Napoleonic in-
vasions and the political crises after 1807 that writers and artists were summoned to rep-
resent a nation in arms defending its sovereignty from an external enemy, creating a myth
that the Peninsular War was a struggle for “national independence.” But in the main,
Spanish letrados tended to be more closely aligned with the court and the church and so
could not free the machinery of a national imaginary from these prior and prevailing ways
of identifying the political community.

If nation-building is a state-led process, the underlying cause of weak national identity
was not just the persistence of the rivals of monarchy and church but the weakness of
the state itself—which was short on capacity to “penetrate” society with public education
or an integrative army, the instruments made famous in EugeneWeber’s account of French
nationhood. Paradoxically, it was this impression of a crippled state that was so important
for nurturing the lachrymose, tragic narrative of the nation that gained such currency by
1898.

The double helix of monarchy and Catholicism therefore tended to exclude the nation,
which struggled relentlessly, and mainly in vain, to elbow its way onto the political stage.
The moment that best exemplified this three-way contest was the Napoleonic Wars—the
era that, according to much European historiography, did so much to kick off the spread
of nationalisms around the Atlantic world. It is this moment that dominates the core of
Álvarez-Junco’s book, and he tracks the multiple ways in which Spanish writers and
statesmen tried to resolve the crisis; it was not just the nation that had to fight off the French
invader but a redeemed monarchy and a chest-beating church, which rallied popular forces
in the name of a holy effort to rid the country of godless, secular revolutionaries. With the
French finally gone, the drama of the remaining nineteenth century saw ongoing tension
between republican and royal, sacred and secular forces. In the drama, there were few
institutions and voices capable of willing a collective nation into being.
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Spanish Identity in the Age of Nations deserves to be placed alongside other important
studies of European national identities. Some may object to the strong “failurist” tone that
Spain’s national struggles could not help but be doomed from the start. Others might point
out that Álvarez-Junco completely overlooks the idyll of empire as yet another frame of
the political community—although evidence for its power runs throughout the book. Still,
it remains a compelling read and an important synthesis, a reminder that narratives of
European power did not all conform to a shared national teleology.

Jeremy Adelman

Princeton University

The Rise of Middle-Class Culture in Nineteenth-Century Spain. By Jesus Cruz.
Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University Press, 2011. Pp. 312. $42.50.

In this well-researched study of the origins of bourgeois culture in nineteenth-century
Spain, Jesus Cruz addresses a noticeable historiographical deficit. For both political and
professional reasons, Spanish historians have been slow to embrace the turn to cultural
history. Marxist and structuralist paradigms, and consequently, political, social, and eco-
nomic history, enjoyed a prolonged period of dominance in Spain, as the generation of
scholars that experienced the democratic transition debated the causes of the civil war
and the Franquist dictatorship and, more generally, the reasons for Spain’s alleged diver-
gence from the European path to modernity. Only recently has an alternative model, di-
vested of assumptions about Spanish “failure” and “difference,” allowed historians to re-
insert Spain into the general narrative of modern European history, including its cultural
history. Cruz’s book is a welcome contribution to this trend.

The author’s principal goal is to describe and document the lineaments of bourgeois
culture as it developed in Spain during the course of the nineteenth century. Cruz admits
that by 1900 this largely urban culture was still confined to a restricted social group ðonly
21 percent of the population lived in towns over 20,000 in 1900Þ and that in both tim-
ing and scope the process of embourgeoisement lagged well behind such countries as
England and France. Indeed, bourgeois culture in Spain was fundamentally emulative, its
elements derived from the values, fashions, and practices of societies that were perceived
to be more “modern.” For Cruz, however, the salient point is that by the 1960s this imported
minority culture had become completely naturalized and hegemonic, permitting Spain’s
relatively peaceful transition to democracy after 1975 and its subsequent full incorpora-
tion into the pan-European consumerist society of the present. In short, Spain was not
essentially different, just a bit late to the party. Consequently, Cruz finds the exclusion of
the Spanish case from the literature on European consumerism and middle-class culture
to be both unwarranted and puzzling.

Cruz uses the terms bourgeois and middle class interchangeably to refer to what he
calls a “social conglomerate” that shared a culturally defined class identity even though
its members were divided by economic interests, social position, and/or ideological af-
filiation. Reflecting the internal diversity of this intermediate group, which included
wealthy financiers and industrialists as well as professionals, bureaucrats, small busi-
nessmen, and other property holders, Spaniards in the nineteenth century typically re-
ferred to las clases medias, in the plural. Despite this diversity, the middle classes grad-
ually came to share a common identity based on a code of conduct whose appeal lay in
its accessibility to all those willing to acquire the prescribed forms of cultural capital.
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